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It's easy enough to guess what each building does here: the leÃ±ador refines the logs in wooden planks, the fundiciÃ ³ n refines the ore in metal ingots, the Tanner refines the fur of animals in leather, and so on. And friends, I advise you not to underestimate the power of these agricultural buildings, because when used properly, they can make you
very rich. Players' island access islands are PvP free and only their dueÃ±o has access to them, unless they decide to give access to other players. First, you can use it as storage, adding a chest inside. Image from Sandbox Interactive How ³ get your own island Instead of buying an island at random, do your research ³ and look for a strategic location ³
establish your island. Leaving their island or relocating from time to time, players want to move elsewhere. Image of Sandbox Interactive houses within the pestaÃ±a Casas, has two options: House and Guild Hall, although the latter is only available for construction ³ the Guild Islands. Secondly, you can set it up in your home, so teleporting there
when you die. Finally, the Hunter's Hostel allows the manufacture ³ leather armor and weapons remotely. Right now, if you had to buy an island in Albion on line and upgrade it, it would cost you 9,506,250 silver, not counting the money you spend on the resources needed to create the buildings you want on your island. Well, they give him magazines,
and whenever he does chores within every journal, he gets filled. It is a very limited time feature that usually only happens when there is a significant change in the map. The magician's tower allows the ³ of fabric armor and mechanical weapons. Once you have bought it, it will be yours forever, regardless of your premium status, and â   â  you are
free to use it and update it as you wish. The of the islands of the building has limited space, so there is no space for useless buildings. And third, you can use the house to make some money, money, Workers, who are NPCS placed inside the house. All you have to do is go to a dealer on the island in any important city and buy the update. The islands of
players can be updated from level 1 at level 6, and the costs of each level of update are listed below: these are the current prices without Global Discount, but they can change with the new updates of the game. Build on our island Once you have purchased your player island at Albion Online, there is no need to worry about clearing it, as it will be
automatically erased when the construction point is unlocked. Today we are going to review everything you have to know about the islands of players, from acquiring one until you move it to another location, improvements and leave islands. If you are completely new at Albion Online or you have been playing for hundreds of hours, this guide should
have an ultile information to help you take advantage of the islands of players completely. Before leaving the island, make sure to demolish everything and recover the resources that you invested! Â € You will have to have to worry about having to spend a lot of money again to improve your next island, since when you buy a new island, â € ™ are
previously updated to your previous island, â € ™ additional cost. Â € TE â € ™ ™, you will have to have the premium active to keep your island. Each update comes with additional areas on which to build, which is quite great. Agricultural buildings ultimately, but no less important, are the agricultural buildings. It will recover 90% of the resources it
invested. Or, if you are lazy / practical as I, press the H key on your keyboard. All the islands of players in Albion Online share the same design design, but it depends entirely on the player to decide if you want to place buildings on your island or not. Now, there are four different chips for Houses, Military, Economy and Agriculture. Like the buildings
of EconomÃa, its name says it all. Update island Update an island a very fast process, taking only about two minutes with each upgrade. Military buildings Within the Military tab, you will find the Warrior¢ÃÂÂs Forge, Mage¢ÃÂÂs Tower, and Hunter¢ÃÂÂs Lodge. Here you can find the Alchemist¢ÃÂÂs Lab, Mill, Farm, Herb Garden, Cook, Butcher,
Saddler, Pasture, and Kennel. That way you save yourself from many unnecessary trips. The Warrior¢ÃÂÂs Forge allows the player to craft all sorts of plate armor and warrior weapons. Once you¢ÃÂÂve decided on the location, it is time to head to an island merchant. Players are required to have the 30 days Premium activated if they want to have
their own island; the Premium can be purchased with real money or in-game currency in the Albion Online shop. What do these laborers do? Whenever you decide a building is no longer worth keeping, you can use the Demolish option in the building¢ÃÂÂs menu. That can be done in one of two ways: transferring your island to another location, or
abandoning your island and creating another one somewhere else. A player¢ÃÂÂs house has many uses. Moving on, lets talk about creating buildings on your island! What you need to do is right-click your portrait on the top left side of the screen and choose the Build option. Island transfer Transferring an island to another location can sometimes be
done for free. I mean, having everything on your own island is much safer than going from city to city with the raw materials and then heading back with all the produced stuff, risking losing everything on the way. Plus, cities charge taxes for using crafting stations and other structures, while having one of your own would mean you would get to use
your structures at any time, without any unnecessary taxes. We¢ÃÂÂre talking buildings, crafting stations, and the good old farm which can make you rich if you know just how to use it properly. Islands 101 There are two types of player-made islands: player islands and guild islands. They can be In any important city, but you can simply go to the
most close to your preferred location. For example, for 30 days after the release of the Call to Arms update, players were allowed to move their islands completely, without having to demolish or relocate anything inside the island. To be honest, I will never understand why some players choose to have few or no building on their islands. Leaving an
island to leave your island, all you have to do is go to the merchant of the island who bought the island and choosing the option to leave. Economic buildings Economic buildings consist of sawmills, foundries, tanners, weavers, tools, tunnels and repair stations. WARNING: Do not use the demolition hammer! If you do, you will not recover any of the
resources that you invested in the building. I hope this guide on Player Islands in Albion Online has helped you! Manther attentive to get more Albion content! Having your own personal island is great, since you can have everything you need at Albion Online in one place. In short, take your raw materials and make them something useless. When they
are completely full, just have to returneck the worker, and he will leave the world and repeat what you have done, and then return to you with resources and silver. Player islands in Albion Online are quite useful for a number of reasons. Reasons
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